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Grade 3/4 Activity Day—McKenzie Reserve
It was Thursday, the 6th day of the 6th month, it was Activity Day. Emily J
Ding, ding the bell went. This meant school had started. All the Grade 3/4s know what day it is.
The day we go to McKenzie Reserve to have the best day ever! Charlie
We were walking to the Activity Day at McKenzie Reserve
and I was pumped! Ryder
The autumn breeze hit my face as 3/4A, 4/5A and 2/3A
arrived at McKenzie Flora Reserve. Lucy
When we got to McKenzie Reserve I was stoked. I wondered
what we would do first. Aiden

The raindrops glimmered on the leaves of the tall trees at
McKenzie Reserve. The sun was shining on the raindrops
making them glisten like diamonds. I smile to myself as I
thought about how wonderful nature is, as I followed my
classmates to our first activity. Sienna
Continued on Page 3….
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STAR OF THE WEEK
LUCAS BEVAN

Glow Disco tickets
available
at the office $7

Lucas is developing a strong focus
on learning and is reaping the
rewards of his efforts. He makes
great choices in his classroom which
have lead to him really kicking goals this year. We
are proud to have you in our learning community,
Lucas. You are a STAR!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Prep

Sem Kijlstra for his amazing Writing! Sem, I can barely believe my eyes when
I see your amazing work each day! You have written about treasure, maps,
America, megalodons and tornadoes. I can't wait to see what other epic things
you decide to write about! Way to go, champion!

2/3A

Eric de Groot for the hard work that he has been putting into learning how to
tell time to the minute. Eric initially had difficulties telling times on an analogue
clock, however he has been practising both at home and at school, and has
shown a big improvement. What a terrific effort, Eric. Well done!

3/4A

Sienna Geldard for showing a big improvement with her Reading. Sienna has
been working very hard to Achieve her goals and has stayed focused during
independent Reading. Her responses to the text show that she is continuing to
build on her comprehension skills. Top effort, Sienna!

4/5A

Ryan Te Giffel this week you showed us what strength you have in Writing.
Your persuasive speaking task convinced us of the dangers of playing football.

5/6B

Archie McGahy in recognition of your enthusiastic approach to your learning.
I love the way you see the fun in what we are learning and enjoy engaging in
conversations on a variety of topics in class.

Art

Noah Campbell for showing focus and attention to detail when we were
creating Penrose/Impossible Staircases. Noah, I'm impressed by the way you
make strong connections between art ideas and practices. You have such a
sophisticated way of looking at the world!

Drama

Harper Williamson for always participating in Drama sessions with
enthusiasm and making strong connections between stories and characters.
Harper, it is so lovely to see your confidence grow and to see you shine in
Drama!

Grade 3/4 Activity Day—McKenzie Reserve
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We started walking to a big open space where we saw some
animal houses. We stuck a
big long camera type thing
through a hole in the animal
houses. In there we all
found and saw two sugar
gliders and one ring-tail
possum. Chelsea
At the reserve, we went bush hunting and found fox poo,
wombat tracks, deer poo, deer rubbings, kangaroo poo, a
kangaroo skull, kangaroo skeleton and deer skeleton. Aryeon
When we went walking we found kangaroo tracks and deer
tracks. We found them in places where the ground was more
soft. Abby
The best thing was making the animal shelters because Tyler
and I had to build a wombat shelter. Jayden
We built huts for the animals that we picked out of a bag.
Xahlia
My group did a good job. I really like my group. I think my
group did a lot of helping and finding. Maddy

My favourite thing that I did at McKenzie Reserve was the
Compass Trail. Megan
We did a treasure hunt to crack a code and the code was
Flora and Fauna Adventurers. Eric
We had to navigate our way through McKenzie Reserve!
Dylan

I learnt about what animals live in the bush like kangaroos,
wombats, rabbits, koalas and heaps of birds! Nikita
Something that I learnt is if you go to cut some trees,
before you cut them get a ladder and see if there is an
animal in it. Phoebe
Activity Day was the BEST! We all had a great time. It was
fun, exciting, great and much more! Owen

Community News
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Council is looking for School Crossing Supervisors in Alexandra and Kinglake West to ensure the
safety of children and pedestrians crossing the road on their way to and from school. If you enjoy the
outdoors and interacting with the public, being a School Crossing Supervisor might be for you.
School Crossings operate Monday to Friday from 8.15am to 9.15am and 3.00pm to 3.45pm during
school terms. Council is looking to fill a number of shifts including:
 Kinglake West – Wednesdays only (morning and afternoon shift)
 Alexandra – Days to be confirmed (minimum of four shifts per week)

Successful applicants will be provided with the required training and a uniform.
Appointment is subject to a Working with Children check clearance.
Follow the link below for more information.
https://www.murrindindi.vic.gov.au/Your-Council/Jobs-Tenders/Jobs/Positions-Vacant/School-Crossing
-Supervisor-–-Alexandra-Kinglake-West

